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Abstract Molybdenum and tungsten are second- and
third-row transition elements, respectively, which are
found in a mononuclear form in the active site of a di-
verse group of enzymes that generally catalyze oxygen
atom transfer reactions. Mononuclear Mo-containing
enzymes have been classified into three families: xan-
thine oxidase, DMSO reductase, and sulfite oxidase. The
proteins of the DMSO reductase family present the
widest diversity of properties among its members and
our knowledge about this family was greatly broadened
by the study of the enzymes nitrate reductase and for-
mate dehydrogenase, obtained from different sources.
We discuss in this review the information of the better
characterized examples of these two types of Mo en-
zymes and W enzymes closely related to the members of
the DMSO reductase family. We briefly summarize,
also, the few cases reported so far for enzymes that can
function either with Mo or W at their active site.

Keywords DMSO reductase family Æ Formate
dehydrogenase Æ Molybdenum-containing enzymes Æ
Nitrate reductase Æ Tungsten-containing enzymes

Abbreviations AOR: aldehyde oxidoreductase Æ DMSO:
dimethyl sulfoxide Æ EXAFS: extended X-ray
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dehydrogenase Æ Fdh-H: formate dehydrogenase
component of the formate-hydrogen lyase complex of
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Mononuclear Mo- and W-containing enzymes: general
properties and classification

Molybdenum and tungsten are second- and third-row
transition elements, respectively, which are found in a
mononuclear form in the active site of a diverse group of
enzymes that generally catalyze oxygen atom transfer
reactions [1, 2]. Despite the high similarity between the
chemical properties of Mo and W, W-containing en-
zymes represent only a small percentage compared to
Mo-containing enzymes. Mo-containing enzymes are
found in almost all forms of life [1], whereas W-con-
taining enzymes seem to be exclusive for organisms such
as hyperthermofilic archaea that live in extreme envi-
ronments [2]. However, W-containing enzymes have
been found in organisms that do not need extreme
conditions [3, 4, 5], suggesting a more important role for
tungsten [6]. Some of the mononuclear W-containing
enzymes described present active sites similar to the Mo
enzymes, but they have different 3D structures and have
been classified in a different group [2, 7]. However, as we
discuss below, other W enzymes are structurally closely
related to the Mo enzymes, and are the ones included in
this review.

Mononuclear Mo-containing enzymes have been
divided into three groups called the xanthine oxidase,
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) reductase, and sulfite
oxidase families [1]; the active site of these three
families can be represented as shown in Fig. 1 [1, 8].
The metal atom is coordinated by the thiolates of the
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pterin cofactor, and by a variable number of oxygen
(oxo, hydroxo, water, serine, aspartic acid), sulfur
(cysteines), and selenium atoms (selenocysteines). The
pterin cofactor is an organic molecule which can have,
in addition, a nucleotide molecule attached by a
pyrophosphate link [9]. These proteins may also have
other redox cofactors such as iron-sulfur centers, fla-
vin, and hemes, which are assumed to be involved in
electron transfer processes. This group of enzymes
catalyzes, in general, the transfer of an oxygen atom
from water to product (or vice versa) in reactions that
imply a net exchange of two electrons between enzyme
and substrate and in which the metal ion cycles be-
tween the redox states IV and VI. The members of the
xanthine oxidase family catalyze the oxidative
hydroxylation of a diverse range of aldehydes and
aromatic heterocycles in reactions that involve the
cleavage of a C-H and the formation of a C-O bond
[10]. Mechanistic studies [11] and crystal structures of
inhibited forms [12] of the enzymes indicate that the
oxygen transferred to the substrate comes from the
water/hydroxyl ligated to the Mo atom (Fig. 1). In
contrast, the members of the other two families cata-
lyze the transfer of an oxygen atom to or from a lone
electron pair of the substrate, with the only exception
of the formate dehydrogenases [13].

The proteins of the DMSO reductase family present
the widest diversity of properties among members [1,
14]. The first crystal structure reported for a member of
this family was DMSO reductase [15, 16]. However, our
knowledge about this family was greatly increased with
the study of nitrate reductase, which catalyzes the
reduction of nitrate to nitrite, and formate dehydroge-
nase, involved in the oxidation of formate to carbon
dioxide. The metal atom in both enzymes is coordinated
by two pterin cofactors, in which each pterin molecule
has a guanine nucleotide, and different types of ligands
identified as X and Y in Fig. 1. The few examples of
enzymes capable of incorporating either molybdenum or
tungsten at the active site belong to this family.

Formate dehydrogenases: structure, function
and spectroscopic properties

Formate dehydrogenases (Fdh) catalyze the oxidation of
formate to carbon dioxide according to the reaction:

HCOO� ! CO2 þHþ þ 2e� E� ¼ �420 mV ð1Þ

The crystal structures of three Fdh proteins have been
reported at present, two containing molybdenum and
one tungsten. The Mo-containing enzymes are the Fdh-
H from Escherichia coli [17], which is one of the com-
ponents of the formate hydrogen lyase complex in E.
coli, and the recently reported membrane-bound Fdh-N
from E. coli, which is supposed to participate in the
redox loop of the proton motive force generation across
the membrane cell [18]. The W-containing enzyme is the
Fdh from the sulfate-reducing bacterium (SRB) Desulf-
ovibrio gigas [19, 20]. E. coli Fdh-H is a monomeric
enzyme (79 kDa), while the E. coli Fdh-N is an abc
heterotrimer with subunits of 113, 32, and 21 kDa,
respectively [18]. The W-Fdh from D. gigas is a hetero-
dimeric enzyme with 92 and 29 kDa subunits, respec-
tively (Fig. 2a) [19, 20]. Most of the formate
dehydrogenases characterized so far have a Se-cysteine
residue bound to the Mo (or W). The structural data, in
conjunction with spectroscopic data [12], suggest the
direct involvement of the selenium cysteine Mo ligand
and histidine 159 in proton abstraction by formate de-
hydrogenases (Fig. 2b). The overall structure of all three
Fdh proteins is very similar: the superposition of the
catalytic subunit of D. gigas W-Fdh with E. coli Fdh-H
yields an r.m.s. deviation of 2.1 Å for 659 Ca atoms,
while the structure of the a-subunit of the E. coli Fdh-N
is superimposable with that from E. coli Fdh-H with an
r.m.s. deviation of 1.9 Å for 599 Ca atoms.

Kinetic studies carried out with E. coli Fdh-H showed
that the oxidation of formate occurs via cleavage of the
C-H bond, resulting in a single C=O bond [13]. This
constitutes an exception for the general mechanism of

Fig. 1 Top: active-site
structure of the three families of
mononuclear and Mo and W
enzymes. Bottom: active site of
the enzymes formate
dehydrogenase and nitrate
reductase belonging to the
DMSO reductase family. X and
Y represent ligands such as
oxygen (oxo, hydroxo, water,
serine, aspartic acid), sulfur
(cysteine), and selenium atoms
(selenocysteine)
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the mononuclear Mo- and W-containing enzymes, since
these do not incorporate oxygen from water into the
product. The current proposed mechanism of action for
these enzymes suggests a replacement of the hydroxyl

group bound to the molybdenum by one of the oxygen
atoms from formate, followed by reduction of Mo(VI)
to Mo(IV) and the cleavage of the C-H bond [17].
However, Raaijmakers et al. [20] propose that the hy-
droxyl ligand (see Fig. 1) might be a sulfur atom in D.
gigas Fdh, in which case the reaction mechanism should
be re-evaluated. The inverse reaction, the conversion of
CO2 to formate, has been demonstrated in a few cases,
and this activity was found to be exclusive for W-Fdh
proteins [4]. Consequently, it was suggested that the
reduction of CO2 to formate is W-dependent, whereas
the inverse reaction in anaerobes is performed exclu-
sively by Mo-containing enzymes [4]. Additional studies
should be performed to verify whether the mechanism
proposed for E. coli Fdh-H is valid for all formate de-
hydrogenases [13] and if the conversion of CO2 to for-
mate is exclusive for W-Fdh proteins [5].

Fdh from the SRB D. desulfuricans and D. alaskensis
have been purified and characterized, and are closely
related to D. gigas W-Fdh [23]. D. desulfuricans Fdh
contains Mo at the active site [21, 22], but D. alaskensis
Fdh can incorporate either Mo or W [23]. The Fdh from
SRB present, in addition to the large subunit, a second
subunit (�29 kDa), which was shown by X-ray studies
of the D. gigas enzyme to contain four [4Fe-4S] clusters
[19, 20]. D. desulfuricans Fdh has also a third subunit
(16 kDa), which contains four c-type hemes [21]. EPR
and Mössbauer studies showed the presence of a vari-
able number of Fe/S clusters. All Fdh proteins from
SRB exhibit an EPR signal that appears around 70 K
and shows no broadening below 40 K, usually named
Fe/S I (mean g-values: g1=2.048, g2=1.947, g3=1.890),
which is similar to those observed in D. desulfuricans
periplasmic nitrate reductase (Nap) [34] and in E. coli
Fdh-H [13]. A second broader EPR signal (Fe/S II)
appears below 30 K for all the members (mean g-values:
g1=2.067, g2=1.921, g3=1.873), and a third broad
signal can be discernible in D. alaskensis Fdh below
20 K. D. alaskensis Fdh presents the Mo site magneti-
cally coupled to one of the iron-sulfur clusters, a fact
that was never seen before in proteins having a bis-pterin
cofactor with a guanine dinucleotide (bis-MGD) coor-
dination. The analysis of the inter-center magnetic
interaction showed that Fe/S I is the center closest to the
active site in Fdh from SRB [23].

Nitrate reductases: structure, function and spectroscopic
properties

Nitrate reductases catalyze the reduction of nitrate to
nitrite according to the reaction:

NO�3 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ! NO�2 þH2O E� ¼ 420 mV

ð2Þ

This reaction can be catalyzed by different enzymes,
which can be distinguished by their taxonomy, function,
location in the cell, structure, and the metabolic route in

Fig. 2 (a) Overall structure of D. gigas W-Fdh. W-Fdha is shown
in dark gray, W-Fdhb in light gray. The Mo-bis-MGD and the FeS
clusters are represented as color-coded balls-and-sticks. (b) Com-
parison of the Fdh active sites. Superposition of the catalytic active
sites of Fdh-H (red), Fdh-N (gold), and W-Fdh (color coded),
evidencing the conserved residues important for the reaction.
Residue numbering corresponds to W-Fdh
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which they participate [24]. With the exception of the
eukaryotic assimilatory nitrate reductases, which are
part of the sulfite oxidase family [1], nitrate reductases
belong to the DMSO reductase family of Mo-containing
enzymes. The reduction of nitrate to nitrite by the Nap
periplasmic pathway is considered to be a dissimilatory
one, since it is not coupled to the generation of a proton
gradient across the membrane. In contrast, the respira-
tory nitrate reduction pathway involves a membrane-
bound protein complex composed of three subunits,
NarGHI from E. coli [25, 26], which is involved in the
redox loop of the proton motive force across biomem-
branes. NarG is the catalytic subunit and the whole
complex is oriented to the cytoplasm.

Periplasmic nitrate reductases

Until now, only two crystal structures of periplasmic
nitrate reductases have been determined: D. desulfuri-
cans NapA (80 kDa) [27], which is the only monomeric
Nap characterized so far, and the heterodimeric Rho-
dobacter sphaeroides NapAB [28]. The catalytic subunit
of R. sphaeroides NapA (91 kDa) contains the bis-MGD
cofactor and one [4Fe-4S] center. The smaller subunit
NapB (17 kDa) contains two c-type hemes and acts as
an electron transfer subunit. Another protein involved is
NapC, a membrane-bound multi-heme cytochrome c,
which uses the quinol pool to provide electrons to the
soluble complex NapAB.

The crystal structure of D. desulfuricans NapA was
solved in 1999 at 1.9 Å resolution [27] (see Fig. 3a). In
2002, Brige et al. [29] reported the high-resolution
structure (1.25 Å) of a proteolytic fragment of the NapB
subunit from Haemophilus influenzae, revealing the fold
and heme arrangement. However, the crystal structure
of the heterodimeric enzyme NapAB was determined
only recently through the work of Arnoux et al. [28],
with the structure of R. sphaeroides NapAB solved at
3.2 Å resolution.

The D. desulfuricans Nap protein was isolated from
the SRB D. desulfuricans ATCC 27774, which is able to
grow on nitrate, inducing the enzymes responsible for
the conversion of nitrate to nitrite and from nitrite to
ammonia. The latter reaction involves a six-electron
reduction and is catalyzed by a multiheme cytochrome c-
type nitrite reductase (Nir) [30, 31]. The Nap molecule
has an ellipsoidal shape with approximate dimensions of
65 Å·65 Å·50 Å and its polypeptide fold is of the a/b
type (Fig. 3a). It is organized into four domains (I–IV),
three of which are formed by non-contiguous stretches
of the polypeptide chain. All four domains are involved
to variable extents in cofactor binding and, while the
[4Fe-4S] center is located at the periphery of the mole-
cule, the bis-MGD molybdenum cofactor extends across
the interior of the molecule and interacts with residues
from all four domains.

The spatial arrangement of domains II and III creates
a funnel-like cavity at their interface, focused towards

the molybdenum center and located ca. 15 Å below the
molecular surface. The hydroxo/water ligand of the
molybdenum points in the direction of this channel,
which is coated with a few clustered charged residues
(Arg354, Asp155, Glu156). Looking from the surface to
the metal, Arg354 lies almost above the catalytic site

Fig. 3 (a) Overall structure of D. desulfuricans NapA. The Mo-bis-
MGD and FeS cluster are represented as color-coded balls-and-
sticks. (b) Superposition of the active sites of D. desulfuricansNapA
(color coded) and R. sphaeroides NapA (blue). Residue numbering
corresponds to D. desulfuricans NapA
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(Fig. 3b) and might provide a suitable environment for
binding nitrate.

The catalytic subunits of D. desulfuricans Nap and R.
sphaeroides Nap are highly similar in terms of global
fold and domain organization, with an r.m.s. deviation
of only 1.26 Å for 683 Ca atoms (Fig. 3b). Their pri-
mary sequence identity is 35%. The superposition of
both structures reveals that the geometry at the bis-
MGD molybdenum active site, as well as the sur-
rounding residues, is conserved. In the case of the R.
sphaeroides Nap, the Mo active site was modeled on the
basis of the D. desulfuricans NapA structure, due to the
low resolution (3.2 Å) of the data.

Paracoccus denitrificans NapAB is closely related to
D. desulfuricans and R. sphaeroides Nap proteins and
constitutes the best spectroscopically characterized
periplasmic nitrate reductase [32, 33]. The EPR prop-
erties of this enzyme indicate a Mo site with a high
flexibility of coordination, as shown by the different
EPR-active species obtained with the enzymes poised at
different redox potentials and in the presence of different
inhibitors. The enzyme in the as-prepared form shows a
Mo(V) EPR signal (high g resting) typical of Mo(V) ion
species (g1=1.998, g2=1.990, g3=1.981) split by two
non-solvent-exchangeable species with nuclear spin
I=1/2, presumed to be protons (A1

av=5.5 G,
A2

av=2.8 G) [32]. A similar resting EPR signal was
detected in R. sphaeroides NapAB [28]. With the enzyme
in turnover conditions, the resting signal is replaced with
a new Mo(V) ion signal (high g nitrate) showing a
hyperfine split with a single non-solvent-exchangeable
proton (g1=1.999, g2=1.989, g3=1.981, Aav=5.1 G),
which was suggested to be a catalytic intermediate. This
signal is identical to that obtained in D. desulfuricans
Nap when reduced samples are reoxidized with nitrate
[34]. These preliminary data obtained in Nap from D.
desulfuricans and R. sphaeroides suggest that the active
sites of the three enzymes are similar. This is in contra-
diction to the structure deduced from extended X-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS) studies, which indi-
cates that besides the bi-pterin coordination, the active
site presents three extra ligands [32]. Additional work
should be performed to clarify these discrepancies.

Membrane-bound nitrate reductases

Recently, two independent research groups solved the
three-dimensional structure of the cytoplasmatic, mem-
brane-bound nitrate reductase from E. coli. In 2003 the
whole complex NarGHI was reported, at a resolution of
1.9 Å [25], and in 2004 the heterodimer NarGH was
solved to 2.0 Å resolution [26]. The heterotrimer Nar-
GHI comprises a catalytic subunit (NarG, 140 kDa), a
subunit containing four [4Fe-4S] centers (NarH,
58 kDa), and a membrane-bound heme b subunit (NarI,
20 kDa) (Fig. 4a).

Several novel aspects were revealed by these two Nar
structures. (1) For the first time, the carboxylate from an

aspartate (Asp222) side chain is coordinating the Mo
but showing different coordination modes (see below).
(2) In the NarGHI structure, one of the MGD cofactors
(MGD-Q) is present in a bicyclic dihydropterin structure
(Fig. 4b), rather than the tricyclic pyranopterin structure
found so far in all Mo enzymes. (3) In addition, the [4Fe-
4S] cluster present in the catalytic subunit (FeS-0) has an
unusual coordination by one histidine and three cyste-
ines (His50, Cys54, Cys58, Cys93), which had only been
found in D. gigas hydrogenase [35].

The NarG global architecture and domain organi-
zation is similar to the related Nap or Fdh structures.
However, in the region close to the active site, as well as
in the tunnel that connects the Mo site to the exterior of
the protein, there are several differences that include
unexpected features. The Mo atom is coordinated by
two dithiolene sulfur atoms from both MGD cofactors
as well as to the carboxylate of an aspartate residue,
Asp222, which is highly conserved (Figs. 1 and 4b). This
is the first time that an Asp-Mo coordination is observed
in bis-MGD enzymes. In addition, while the carboxylate
group acts as a bidentate ligand in the complete NarGHI
structure (distances of �1.9 Å and �2.4 Å for Mo-OD1
and Mo-OD2, respectively) [25], in the NarGH structure
Asp222 makes only one bond to the Mo atom [26]. The
sixth coordination position is occupied by an oxo group
(Mo=O�1.8 Å) which is absent in the NarGHI struc-
ture. In both cases the crystals were grown aerobically
and therefore both structures must represent the oxi-
dized form of the enzyme. The coordination of metal
sites by side-chain carboxylates from aspartic and glu-
tamic acid molecules has been the subject of several
studies ([36] and references therein). These studies
showed that carboxylate groups present a high flexibility
of coordination, as suggested by Jormakka et al. [26].

In addition, the structure with the bidentate binding of
Asp222 reveals an open bicyclic formof the pterin (MGD-
Q) (Fig. 4b), in contrast to all crystal structures published
so far, which show the pterin cofactor in the tricyclic
pyranopterin form as found in NarGH. The comparison
of both structures reveals that in the bicyclic structure the
free hydroxyl group at C2 is stabilized by hydrogen
bonding interactions to Ser719 and to His1163 (Fig. 4b).
In the tricyclic structure the side chain of Ser719 and the
corresponding loop adopt a different conformation. Re-
dox reactivity studies of the pterin cofactor were recently
reported by Burgmayer et al. [37] and have shed light on
the reactivity aspects of the isolated pterin cofactor. These
studies, together with the two different interconvertible
forms of the cofactor present in the E. coli NarG struc-
tures, are a starting point towards a better understanding
of the true role of the pterin cofactor in the enzymatic
mechanism that occurs during catalysis in Mo- and W-
containing enzymes.

The redox and EPR properties of the active site of
membrane Nar obtained from different sources has been
the subject of several studies [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Nar
enzymes show pH-dependent Mo(V) ion EPR signals
having resonances split by a solvent-exchangeable pro-
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Fig. 4 (a) Overall structure of
NarGHI. NarG is represented
in dark gray, NarH in gray, and
the membrane-bound NarI in
light gray. The Mo-bis-MGD,
FeS clusters, and heme groups
are represented as color-coded
balls-and-sticks. (b) Top: the
Nar Mo-bis-MGD cofactor.
Comparison of the bicyclic and
tricyclic forms of the pterin
(MGD-Q) found in the two
structures of NarG. Asp222
switches between a mono- and
bidentate coordinator of the
Mo atom. Ser719 and His1163
help stabilize the open pterin
form. NarGHI is shown color-
coded and NarGH is light
yellow. Bottom: schematic
representation of the
interconversion between the
open and closed forms of the
pterin
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ton. The EPR-active species are identified as low-pH
(g1=2.001, g2=1.986, g3=1.966, Aav=9.3 G) and high
pH (g1=1.987, g2=1.981, g3=1.962, Aav=3.4 G) [39].
The catalytic role of these species is still in debate. The
molecular structure for the active site in the Mo(VI)
redox state reported for NarGHI [25] does not depict a
water/hydroxyl ligand, as expected from the EPR data.
However, the structure of NarGH shows that the bid-
entate coordination of the aspartic acid is opened,
allowing the coordination of an oxo ligand. This sug-
gests that this ligand might be the entry site for the
substrate, as suggested for formate dehydrogenases (see
above). EPR studies of E. coli Nar detected the presence
of four Fe/S clusters in the NarH subunit but did not
detect the Fe/S center in the NarG subunit [42, 43]. EPR
studies performed in E. coli clearly showed the typical
resonances for the 3Fe-4S cluster and two EPR signals,
which were attributed to two different conformations of
a single Fe/S cluster, but the EPR properties of the
remaining Fe/S centers could not be determined pre-
cisely. Jormakka et al. [26] hypothesized that the Fe/S
cluster in the NarG subunit should be both a high-redox
potential center, because of the polar environment
around it, and a high-spin center, to explain the non-
detection of this center by EPR. However, as seen below,
[4Fe-4S] centers with a similar environment but with low
redox potentials were found in all the proteins described
in this review. Clearly, additional work should be per-
formed to confirm this hypothesis and also to assign the
EPR signals associated with the [4Fe-4S] clusters to
those seen in the crystal structure.

All the redox cofactors in E. coli Nar are along a
chemical path for electron transfer, but the redox poten-
tials evaluated for two of the iron-sulfur clusters show
redox potentials that do not favor electron transfer.
Therefore, itwas suggested that the iron-sulfur centerwith
a positive redox potential should vary during turnover
conditions to obtain an efficient electron transfer path [26,
44]. This possibility was recently demonstrated in a cop-
per-containing nitrite reductase from Pseudomonas chlo-
roraphisDSM50135, inwhich the binding of the substrate
to the active center modulates the rate of intramolecular
electron transfer, changing the values of the redox
potentials of the redox centers [45]. Electrochemical
studies on R. sphaeroides Nap show that the kinetics of
substrate binding favors intramolecular electron transfer
[46]. Furthermore, redox potentials alone cannot be used
to predict electron transfer in biological systems and
additional factors must be considered [47].

Comparison of nitrate reductases and formate
dehydrogenases

The similarity of the overall 3D structures is particularly
high between the periplasmic nitrate reductases and
formate dehydrogenases. The superposition of the large
subunit of D. gigas W-FDH with D. desufuricans NapA
shows an r.m.s. deviation of 2.0 Å for 636 Ca atoms,

while the comparison with E. coli FDH-H gives a cor-
responding r.m.s. deviation of 2.1 Å for 659 Ca atoms.
The structure of the a-subunit of the E. coli Fdh-N is
superimposable with that from E. coli Fdh-H with an
r.m.s. deviation of 1.9 Å for 599 Ca atoms. In the larger
proteins, E. coli Fdh-N and D. gigas W-FDH, the
additional residues of the catalytic a-subunit are essen-
tially distributed over the molecular surface as insertions
in the whole polypeptide. In the vicinity of the active
sites there are clear differences in the amino acid distri-
bution for both types of enzymes (Fig. 5), which must
account for their different specificities.

Electron transfer pathway in nitrate reductases
and formate dehydrogenases

The electron transport pathway between the Mo active
site and an external physiological electron acceptor (or
donor) is similar in both enzymes. It has been assumed [17]
that in formate dehydrogenases and in periplasmic nitrate
reductases a conserved Lys residue mediates the electron
transfer between one of the pterin cofactors and the rel-
atively exposed [4Fe-4S] cluster (Fig. 6a). The important

Fig. 5 Comparison of the Nap and Fdh active sites. Superposition
of W-Fdh (color-coded) and NapA (light blue). Residues surround-
ing the active site are represented as sticks, with the respective
labels in black (W-Fdh) and blue (NapA)
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role of this lysine residue has been shown by mutagenesis
studies of NapAB from Ralstonia eutropha [48]. The mu-
tant K85R showed 23% of the wild-type activity, while
K85M resulted in total loss of activity, suggesting the
requirement of a positively charged residue for an effective
electron transport between both metallic centers.

In the case of Nar, they carry a conserved Arg residue
at the corresponding position of Lys [49]. This arginine
residue is close to the Fe/S cluster present in the NarG
subunit and is also in close proximity to the exocyclic
NH2 of the pterin ring of MGD-P (Fig. 6b). Its role may
also be to mediate the electron transfer between the

redox centers or to modulate the redox potential of the
FeS-0 center.

Incorporation of either Mo or W in enzymes

The analogous chemical properties of W and Mo and
the similar active sites of W- and Mo-containing en-
zymes led us to assume that W could replace Mo in
enzymes. Though the first intents of substituting W for
Mo only yielded either metal-free inactive enzymes or
W-substituted enzymes with insignificant or no activity
[2], recently it was shown that the Mo enzymes R. cap-
sulatus DMSO reductase [50] and E. coli trimethylamine
N-oxide (TMAO) reductase [51] can incorporate W and
keep enzyme activity. More recently, the characteriza-
tion of the enzyme D. alaskensis Fdh, which can incor-
porate Mo and W at the active site, was reported [23]. R.
capsulatus W-DMSO reductase and E. coli W-TMAO
reductase were obtained in a medium supplemented with
tungsten, but D. alaskensis W-Fdh and Mo-Fdh were
co-purified in a medium with traces of W and Mo, which
was shown to better mimic the growth conditions
experienced by SRB in their natural habitats [52].

The question of why some enzymes can function with
either metal ion while others seem to be exclusive for one
is far from being elucidated and, at this stage, one can
only give speculative reasons. These can be, apparently,
divided into (1) redox properties of the enzyme, (2)
bioavailability of the metal ions, and (3) evolution.

1. Redox properties. W-containing enzymes generally
catalyze reactions with low redox potentials
( £ )420 mV) [2, 6]. In the case of W-Fdh enzymes,
these were also shown to catalyze the conversion of
CO2 to formate [5], a fact not yet demonstrated in
any Mo-Fdh. This is consistent with the fact that
W(IV) is a stronger reducer than Mo(IV). However, a
W enzyme catalyzing a reaction with positive redox
potentials was observed [51].

2. Bioavailability. This seems to be the case for some
enzymes but not for others. For instance, R. capsul-
atus DMSO reductase and E. coli TMAO reductase
incorporate and function with W when this metal is
more available in the medium. In the same line, D.
alaskensis Fdh can incorporate both metal ions in a
medium with traces of both metals. In the same
medium where D. alaskensis Fdh was obtained, an
aldehyde oxidoreductase (AOR), almost identical to
the Mo-AORs from SRB, contains only Mo [53]. In
contrast, D. gigas Fdh [3] and Fdh enzymes from
Syntrophobacter fumaroxidans incorporate W [5],
despite their growth with enough Mo in the medium.
These examples suggest that bioavailability is not the
only condition for an enzyme to incorporate either
Mo or W and that some enzymes can function only
with a specific ion, as in the case of the W-Fdh de-
scribed above, the W enzymes found in hyper-
thermofilic archaea [2, 6], and the Mo-AOR from
SRB.

Fig. 6 Electron transfer pathways in the catalytic subunits of Nap,
Fdh, and Nar. (a) Superposition of the molybdopterin and Fe/S
cluster of all the structures of Nap and Fdh available. D.
desulfuricans NapA is shown in blue, R. sphaeroides NapAB in
gray, E. coli Fdh-H in red, E. coli Fdh-N in gold, and D. gigas W-
Fdh in yellow. Lys49 (in D. desulfuricans NapA) and a conserved
water molecule involved in the electron transfer pathway are also
represented. The guanine nucleotide was removed from the bis-
MGD for clarity. (b) Superposition of molybdopterin and FeS-0 of
the Nar structures, evidencing Arg94 as possibly involved in the
electron transfer pathway. NarGH is color-coded and NarGHI is
gray
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3. Evolution. Different authors seem to agree that W-
containing isoenzymes represent, apparently, less
evolved forms or ancestors of the Mo-containing
enzymes [3, 5, 51]. In this context, the existing W-
containing enzymes, such as D. gigas and S. fumar-
oxidans Fdhs [3, 4], would represent a group of en-
zymes that cannot adopt Mo to accomplish a specific
function in living organisms, which along evolution
were substituting Mo for W in enzymes.

The incorporation of either Mo or W in enzymes is
far from being elucidated, and additional work in the
existing systems together with the characterization of
new enzymes that can function with both metal ions
might be useful to elucidate the evolutionary relation-
ships of the Mo- and W-containing enzymes.

PDB codes of enzymes mentioned in this review: D.
desulfuricans NapA, 2NAP; D. gigas W-Fdh, 1H0H; E.
coli Fdh-H, 1FDO; E. coli Fdh-N, 1KQF; E. coli Nar-
GH, 1R27; E. coli NarGHI, 1Q16; R. sphaeroides Na-
pAB, 1OGY.
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